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TRAINING SESSION

Final 1/3 Passing Patterns

Combination Play

Finishing Final Third

U5 to Senior

 to  Players

Balls, pinnies, cones

Intensity: 

10:00 min

( x 00:00 min, 00:00 min rest)

Objective

To Introduce combination play in the final third, and the appropriate techniques with which to execute.

Description

SET-UP: Full futsal court (roughly 40x25 yards). Two players centrally (ST), on either side of the center circle.

One line on each endline (CM), centered, and a line in two corners (W) (see diagram). PLAY: Ball starts with CM. ST

checks away, then back to receive pass from CM. ST then plays W, who has made a run up the sideline. W dribbles for

2-3 touches then plays opposite side CM. PROGRESSION: CM plays ST, ST bounces back to CM and gets wide. CM plays W

who dribbles 2-3 touches then plays opposite CM. PROGRESSION: CM plays ST, ST bounces back to CM and gets wide. CM

plays ST, ST uses 1-2 touches to play W who dribbles in to endline.

Key Points

TECHNICAL:Ankle locked, follow through on pass.Checking movement - away first then back to ball.Pace of play -

final 1/3 is about speed of play!1st touch - bounce, receive side on, or touch out of feet to penetrate on the

dribble.TACTICAL:Timing of movement from ST and W in relation to the pass.Angles of support from CM.Can ST

recognize which W is involved and show the other way?Refer to each player by their position (ST, CM or W)
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TRAINING SESSION

3v3 + 2 + 2 Wingers to End Zone

Combination Play

Finishing Final Third

U5 to Senior

 to  Players

Balls, pinnies, cones

Intensity: 

15:00 min

( x 00:00 min, 00:00 min rest)

Objective

To utilize attacking pattern play to penetrate into an end zone. Train players how to combine and move in order to

get behind defenders.

Description

SET-UP: Full futsal court (roughly 40x25 yards), with 3-5 yard end zones. 3v3 plus 2 neutrals centrally. One

neutral winger on either side of the field. PLAY: Players try to penetrate the opponent's end zone either 1) on the

dribble, or 2) with a timely run and pass. Utilize the offside rule if playing a pass. PROGRESSION: Teams may only

score by passing into the end zone. PROGRESSION: If a team scores in one end zone, they now turn and attack the

opposite end zone.

Key Points

TECHNICAL:Sharpness of movement.Accuracy and weight of passes, especially into end zone.1st touch - receive away

from pressure, or make an accurate pass.Wide players - always hips open to the field.TACTICAL:Is there an option to

penetrate, or do we need to maintain possession?Decision to penetrate - pass or dribble?Can players penetrate with

their movement? (EX. Executing a quick 1-2 around a defender)Effective use of wide players - maintain possession,

switch play quickly, transition quickly
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TRAINING SESSION

Continuous 3v2 + Wingers with GKs

Combination Play

Counter Attacking

Finishing Final Third

U5 to Senior

 to  Players

Balls, pinnies, cones, goals

Intensity: 

20:00 min

( x 00:00 min, 00:00 min rest)

Objective

To train players to use effective combination play at pace in the final third in order to create scoring chances.

Description

SET-UP: Full futsal court (roughly 40x25 yards). Two big goals on either end with GKs. One neutral wide player on

each sideline. 3v2 on the field, with all extra players on the endlines next to the goals. PLAY: 3 attackers + 2

wingers try to score against 2 defenders. Player that shoots or loses possession is off, defending team sends on a

third player to attack the other goal. PROGRESSION: Goals scored off of a combination or 1 touch are worth 2

points.

Key Points

TECHNICAL:Accuracy of passes.Positive, attacking 1st touches.Positive movement, play and get forward.Accurate,

technical strikes - inside of foot from close, laces from distance.TACTICAL:Creativity of movementPace of play -

can players create a chance within 5 seconds of having the ball?Decision to shoot, pass or dribble as a means to

penetrate - in that orderUse of the wide players to support playWide players passing decisions - in behind defense

or cut back to trailing attackers
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TRAINING SESSION

4v4 + GKs

1v1 Defending

Defending Principles

U5 to Senior

 to  Players

Pinnies, balls, cones, goals

Intensity: 

20:00 min

( x 00:00 min, 00:00 min rest)

Objective

To provide ample opportunities for defending in 1v1 situations, while in the context of a small sided game.

Description

Teams play 4v4 + GKs. A tackle that results in maintaining possession means that the player who lost possession

must step off until a goal is scored or the ball goes out of play. Play until one team scores, or for 2 minutes,

then rotate teams. COMPETE! Keep track of goals - 2 points for scoring while being a player up. 1 point for scoring

during even play.

Key Points

Are players applying the right pressure based on the situation?High press if we have good defensive numbers and

shape.Delay and try to dictate direction of play if we are numbers down.Areas of the field - are we defending high

up versus close to our own goal?Communication, communication, communication!Defensive effort and energy!
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